DAY 1 - FRIDAY, AUGUST 10

1:00 - 5:00 p.m. Arrivals, Check-in,
2:00 - 4:00 p.m. Preliminary group discussions
4:00 - 7:30 p.m. Leisure activity (swimming / skating / downtown tour)
7:30 p.m. Dinner at GOLDEN WOK / VIET-THAI restaurant
   (Sponsor: Dept of Energy, Environmental and Mineral Economics)

DAY 2 - SATURDAY, AUGUST 11

8:00 - 8:45 a.m. Breakfast buffet
9:00 - 9:15 a.m. Welcome, opening remarks
   Natali Sigaher, University at Buffalo

SESSION 1 - MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES

9:15 a.m. "Development of Engineered Cementitious Composite Materials for Seismic Retrofit and Strengthening Applications"
   Keith Kesner, Cornell University

9:40 a.m. "Light Gauge Moveable Infill Panels For Seismic Energy Dissipation"
   Jeffrey Berman, University at Buffalo

10:05 a.m. "Decoupleability of Linear Structures in Perpendicular Directions"
   Tony Yang, University at Buffalo

10:30 a.m. Break
SESSION 2 - INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING

10:45 a.m.  "Development, Testing and Modeling of Highly Effective Energy Dissipation System Configurations"
            Natali Sigaher, University at Buffalo

11:10 a.m.  "Performance-based Optimal Configuration Design of Building with Energy Dissipation Devices"
            Wei Liu, University at Buffalo

11:35 a.m.  "Displacement Estimates for Isolated Bridge Structures"
            Gordon Warn, University at Buffalo

12:00 - 1:30 p.m. Lunch

SESSION 3 - GEOTECHNICAL EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING

1:45 p.m.  "Pipe-Soil Interaction Under Lateral Deformations in Partially Saturated Sand"
            Jessica Moeller, Cornell University

2:10 p.m.  "Passive Site Remediation for Mitigation of Liquefaction Risk"
            Alyssa Koch, Drexel University

2:35 p.m.  Break

SESSION 4 - SOCIOECONOMIC ISSUES

2:50 p.m.  "SB 1953: Political Engineering of Disaster Mitigation Legislation"
            Michael Kiley-Zufelt, University of Delaware

3:15 p.m.  "Disaster Mitigation Prioritization in Hospitals: Preliminary Findings Across Three Seismic Regions"
            Rory Connell, University of Delaware

3:45 p.m.  Break

4:00 p.m.  Guest speaker: Dr. Adam Rose, Penn State

5:00 –6:00 p.m. SLC meeting

6:00 - 7:30 p.m. Leisure activity to be determined

7:30 p.m.  Dinner (not sponsored)

DAY 3 - SUNDAY, AUGUST 12

8:00 - 8:45 a.m. Breakfast

9:00 - 12:00 noon. Check-out, lunch and departures
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